
MFA for HCL Domino   from Prominic or 
Domino 12 Time-based One Time Passwords (TOTP)
S E L E C T I N G  T W O - F A C T O R  A U T H E N T I C A T I O N  F O R  H C L  D O M I N O ®

requires ID vault to be setup in advance
requires TLS/SSL (such as Let's Encrypt) to be setup before TOTP

The main benefits of MFA for HCL Domino® from Prominic are SMS
support and a tailored user interface, as compared to TOTP.  It can be
customized to suit your needs (another SMS gateway, new methods of
MFA, OTP token generation etc). It makes it easy to customize the
logo and text shown to the user at each step, and in multiple
languages.

When it comes to setup, MFA for HCL Domino® has an installer,
which automates a lot of the manual steps. We can also set it up on
one of your servers and you can enable it for a few users to see if you
prefer it, and if not, we can use Domino 12 TOTP.   

TOTP setup process currently involves modifying server document
itself, along with all website / internet site documents and has the
following requirements:

Do you use Sametime Standalone for Mac or Windows? Standalone
means the version which runs separately from the Notes Client,
compared to embedded Sametime. If so, MFA for Domino® will need
to be bypassed as described in each user's individual MFA Login Profile.  

Please note that neither solution provides coverage to IMAP, POP3, or
Traveler. If you want to protect Traveler further, then a VPN for the
mobile users will need to be established, which is a separate and more
complex project.  We have a tentative outline and are gauging interest
in developing possible solutions. 

The current product roadmap has a plan for a new version release each
quarter. Future potential new features to be added:
- lock user for N minutes if 5 attempts with wrong password
- sign-in allowed from specific countries
- allowing manager to lock/unlock accounts in MFA interface

Compatible with Domino 9.01 FP9 and higher

SMS support

‘Remember Device’ functionality 

Sign-in alerts 

Report your geolocated IP address on sign-in 

Does NOT require the user to install a TOTP app (such as Google or
Microsoft's Authenticator, Authy, etc)

SMTP, IMAP, POP3, and other non-HTTP protocol support

Customize the logo and text shown to the user at each step, and in
multiple languages

Set up for you on the server 

Must be deployed to all servers running HTTP stack

Modifies the names.nsf Person document HTTP passwords for MFA-
enrolled users (does not impact Traveler users)
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